
 

 

Minutes of Glassonby Parish Council Climate Emergency 

 Sub-Committee Meeting held on Wednesday 10th February 2021 

 

Attendees - Peter Clarke (PC), Richard Henry (RH), David Henderson (DJH), Dori Henderson (DH) 

Apologies - None 

Confirmation of Minutes - The minutes of 9th December 2020 were agreed.  

Review of last meetings minutes from 9th December 2020 – Leaky dams on the fellside below 
the A686 are considered alternatives to water control measures also carried out by swales (aka 
kests or bunds).  Kests are small linear dams which normally follow the land contour and hold 
back water, limiting flow downhill during heavy rain or flash flooding, and slowly release the 
water to the natural drainage system or ideally back to the underlying aquifer.  The poor quality 
of the leaky dams on the fellside still needs resolving.  The one with added brash now seems 
suitable for purpose but the others need work specifically the addition of more timber (some of 
this still remains close by since the original construction).  RH to contact the land owner to get his 
OK for some work to be done and to allow a field trip on site to review the current set up, ideally 
before next meeting.  We need to get Eden Rivers Trust (ERT) to get involved again; they put the 
original leaky dams in place.  Currently ERT have no work parties due to Covid.  PC to contact ERT 
to find out their plans for making a re-visit and to carry out remedial work on the leaky dams.   

Farming and the Environment - It was suggested, after Covid restrictions are lifted a meeting in 
the Gamblesby Community Centre might be organised to raise the awareness of the Parish to 
some of the local farming initiatives.  The farmers in Unthank were part of the Nestle Farm 
Stewardship scheme which applies more strict environmental controls on their operation, 
including rotational grazing techniques.  Many of the young farmers in the Parish were tackling 
environmental issue on their farms.  There was now a tool kit for farmers to calculate carbon 
capture in their operations, but there were potential problems with the skill set needed to use it 
effectively.  There was a carbon consumption tool available from CAfS, PC said he would try it out 
with a view to getting other committee members to trial it and then make the Parish aware of it 
to start looking at carbon foot print reduction. 

Setting up the face Book Page - review and update – The Facebook page is ready for action, PC 
to send a link to committee members.  

Progress on and actions to reduce Climate Change – A number of local land owners had planted 
trees and this was welcomed, but there needs to be many more.  Areas need to be identified in 
more public spaces, like Parish owned land e.g. Gamblesby Recreation Ground, as well as 
engaging with Parishioners to find more areas to be reserved for trees. CAfS were looking 
actively at Climate change as part of their remit and it was suggested that they could be invited 
to talk to the Parish, once the Covid pandemic was under control.  Vegetable seeds were likely to 
get hard to obtain again and it was suggested that a seed/plant exchange could be added to both 
the weekly Covid newsletter and any future Parish newsletters. 

Fellfoot Forward Gamblesby Chapel application – The application has been made to request 
funds to place 12 planters to be placed round the centre of Gamblesby, these are to be made of 
up-cycled pallets and be filled with peat free compost.  The planters will be used to grow a mixed 
selection of plants that bees, butterflies and other insects will love, as well as a selection of herbs that can 
be used by village residents. The children will plant up the containers with older residents advising on 



 

 

planting and maintenance, and will be sited in strategic locations, where people living nearby have agreed 
to water them.   It was looking likely the application would succeed. 

Tree Planting Initiative – There were various options on tree planting, including, but not limited 
to, planting on village greens, planting in local hedges and gardens and planting on other Parish 
owned areas, including Gamblesby Recreation Ground. These need to be rationalised before 
formally going to the Parishioners to get their involvement and support.  Once this was clarified 
suppliers of tress could be approached and costs looked at, including trees and any protective 
guards and stakes. 

Eden District Council Update – EDC’s new building was seeking to be a passive house operation – 
carbon neutral. 

Co-opting New Members Plans and potential members – It was suggested getting at least one 
local farmer onto the sub-committee. 

Funding – There were a number of local agencies who fund environmental projects or provide 
other forms of support, like volunteer manpower.    

Climate Emergency Planning for the Future – We need to get topics into the community that 
would get people’s interest and attention and start the conversations about climate change.  It 
may be useful to set up a Parish climate change newsletter to get momentum and discussions 
started.  We need a reference point from which we start along the carbon footprint journey, 
there are tools available.  ALL bring some good things to the next meeting to expand into a local 
newsletter. 

Meeting Agreed Actions   
RH to contact George Henry re access to leaky dam site.  
PC to send link to Facebook page to committee members  
PC to contact ERT about their plans for leaky dams and start-up of work parties.   
PC to trial CAfS carbon consumption tool. 
ALL come to next meeting with items for a list of things to put out in a possible Parish 
communication.  
 
 Date of Next Meeting – Wednesday 14th April 2021 


